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To Reflect and Serve Activities List

Chiji Intuition

52 Card Pick-up

Knee Tag

Group Card Games
Black Jack   Word Smithing
Poker Face   Silent line
Equations

Group Rock, Paper, Scissors

Zen Rock, Paper, Scissors

M&M Proboscis

Energy Ball

Games Notes:


**To Reflect and Serve References**

*Focus Your Locus* by Mike Gessford & Justin McGlamery

*Playing with a Full Deck* by Michele Cummings

*Springboard* by Mary Beth Campbell, Carolyn Hill & Micah Jacobson

*Teachable Moment* by Jim Cain, Michelle Cummings and Jennifer Stanchfield

*The Chi Ji Guidebook* by Chris Cavert & Steven Simpson

*Tips and Tools* by Jennifer Stanchfield

“*You can Learn more from a person in a hour of play than you can in a lifetime of work.*”

*Plato*